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In the dusty heat of twin-sunned Tatooine lives the wealthiest gangster in a hundred worlds,

master of a vast crime empire and keeper of a vicious, flesh-eating monster for entertainment

(and disposal of his enemies). Bloated and sinister, Jabba the Hutt might have made a good

joke -- if he weren't so dangerous. A cast of soldiers, spies, assassins, scoundrels, bounty

hunters, and pleasure seekers have come to his palace, and every visitor to Jabba's grand

abode has a story. Some of them may even live to tell it. . . .Featuring original stories by: Kevin

J. Anderson, M. Shayne Bell, John Gregory Betancourt, Mark Budz and Marina Fitch, A.C.

Crispin, Dan'l Danehy-Oakes, George Alec Effinger, Kenneth C. Flint, Esther Friesner, Barbara

Hambly, Daryl F. Mallett, J.D. Montgomery, Judy and Gar Reeves-Stevens, Jennifer Roberson,

Kathy Tyers, Deborah Wheeler, Dave Wolverton, William F. Wu, Timothy Zahn. Features a

bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe,

and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last

thirty years!

PRAISE FOR JAMES PATTERSON"The prolific Patterson seems unstoppable."--USA

Today"James Patterson knows how to sell thrills and suspense in clean, unwavering prose."--

People"Patterson's novels are sleek entertainment machines, the Porsches of commercial

fiction, expertly engineered and lightning fast."--Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorJames Patterson has had more New York Times bestsellers

than any other writer, ever, according to Guinness World Records. Since his first novel won the

Edgar Award in 1977 James Patterson's books have sold more than 300 million copies. He is

the author of the Alex Cross novels, the most popular detective series of the past twenty-five

years, including Kiss the Girls and Along Came a Spider. He writes full-time and lives in Florida

with his family.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Cool-Lion14, “A little scattered but I enjoyed it more than Tales From The Mos Eisley Cantina.

I'm not overly-wild about the Star Wars anthologies, but they're good for filling time. I like

learning about the backstories of the minor characters of the saga and what goes on in their

heads. Especially in different parts of the galaxy. This second anthology focuses on various

characters from Jabba's Palace, including the rancor keeper, the dancers, and some of the

guards and some of Jabba's other underlings. Four out of five for me because it seemed a little

disjointed but still fun. If you're bored of the novels and want something short and sweet, give

this a try. You won't be sorry.”

Cliffton, “How Boba Fett escapes the sarlac pit.. Its a great book of ideas centered on the crime

lord's palace. Each story is a "slice of life" narrative. Crime palace intrigue at its finest and most

comic. But ultimately you want it because it answers the question "what happens to Boba

Fett?". Worth the price for that story alone.”

K.L. CocKayne, “19 More Short Stories From The Most Infamous Palace On Tatoonie.. I

finished it up 3 days ago and just as I thought it was better than Tales From Mos Eisley. You will

have 19 stories that are excellent; and they will introduce you to the Star Wars characters

more. I found with each story, I knew more about the characters that were in Return of the Jedi;

and what their plans were for Jabba the Hutt. If you thought all those minions in Jabba's Palace

were is friends you have another thing coming. I would recommend this book to any die-hard

Star Wars fan, too me it's a must. In Tales From Mos Eisley, there were a couple of stories I

didn't care for In Tales From Jabba's Palace they were all good.THX,Kris L. CocKayne”

Dave, “As good as I remember. Had this book as a kid. Bought the digital version and it did not

disappoint. Love the early EU when the writers were still in the trial and error process of

building up the Star Wars world. Alot of the later EU books were good Star Wars stories but



this has the distinction of often being good Star Wars AND good sci fi in general.”

Kellirose1313, “It's fine. I bought this specifically for the Boba Fett story it has. The quality of

the copy is fine. Good book overall.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Beware starting bad stories after you finish a great one.. Great book, the

only problem is that some stories are not as good as others. So when you finish a really good

one, you have to force yourself to read the slow or bad ones. But there are only like 2 or 3 of

them I didn't enjoy. Also make sure you read the tales of mos eisley cantina because certain

things tie in to this book.”

Jeff Andrew, “Star Wars book. Good page turner”

Force10, “Sperb. Super”

The book by Kevin J. Anderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 355 people have provided

feedback.
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